
Sr No. Command name Usage 

1 git status To track the changes 

2 git init To initialize the git repository (this 
command creates  .git folder). 

3 git add --a Adds the all untracked file to tracking 
area. Also add the file to staging area. 

4 git add “filename.extension” Adds the particular file into the tracking 
area. Also add the file to staging area. 

5 git add . This command is used to add all files in 
the staging area. Also add the file to 
staging area. 

6 git commit -m “message here” Used to commit the staged changes. 

7 git clone repository_url This command will clone the repository 
with respect to repository url. 

8 Git clone repository_url folder_name This command will create the mentioned 
folder and clone your repository inside 
it. 

9 Git diff Compares Staging area with working 
area. 

10 Git diff --staged Compares the staging area and previous 
commit. 

11 Git commit -a -m “commit message” Use to skip the staging area. No need to 
add the files to staging area first, it will 
directly add to staging area(Works for 
tracked files only) 

12 Git move original_filename.extension 
new_filename.extension 

Will rename the file. Takes two 
parameters first original file name and 
second the new name. Also adds the 
changes into staging area. 



13 Git rm filename.extension Removes the mentioned file and adds 
the changes to staging. 

14 Git log  Basic command to see the commit 
history. It shows list of commits made, 
with commit hash, date, author, 
message, etc. 

15 Git log -p  Gives the history of commits made with 
the difference in each commit. 

16 Git log -p -n (e.g git log -p -3) Gives the specific numbers of commits. 
If you gave n as 3 then only three 
commits will be shown. 

17 Git log --stat Gives the short staticstics of each 
commit. 

18 Git log --pretty=online Gives the commit hash and commit 
message only. 

19 Git log --pretty=short Gives the short description of each 
commit. 

20 Git log --pretty=full Gives the full information about each 
commit. 

21 Git log --since=n.days 
(e.g git log --since=3.days) 

This command returns the commits till 
the duration we have mentioned. Here n 
is number and we can use weeks, years 
in place of days.  

22 Git log --pretty=format:” %h -- %an” This will return commit hash(h) and 
author name(an). 

23 Git commit --amend -m “new commit 
message” 

This command is used to overwrite the 
previous commits messages. 

24 Git restore --staged filename.extension Will unstage the files which are in 
staging area. 

25 Git restore filename.extension Will restore the changes till the last 
commit. 



26 Git checkout -- filename.extension To restore the the changes till last 
commit(Works for untrack files only) 

27 Git checkout -f  Will restore the multiple files and will 
get the content till last commit. 

28 Git remote To see whether their exist any remote 
repository or not. 

29 Git remote add origin repository_url Add the remote repository url. 

30 Git remote -v  Gives the name and url of remote 
repositories. 

31 Git branch -M main Will change the branch from master to 
main 

32 Git push -u origin master Creates master branch and pushes the 
data. 

33 Git push To push the data on remote branches. 

34 Git pull To pull the data from remote branches. 

35 Git config --global alias.keyword 
command_name 
(e.g git config –global alias.st status) 

Will define the alias for a particular 
keyword. As given in example if we try to 
run git st will give status of git 
repository. 

36 Git config --global alias.unstage ‘restore --
staged --' 

This command is shortcut to unstage the 
files. Where last hyphens(--) works as a 
input parameters for that command 
accepts the file name. 

37 Git checkout -b branch_name Create new specified branch and switch 
working tree to that branch. 

38 Git branch Lists the available branches in that 
particular repository. 



39  Git checkout branch_name Switch the workspace to specified 
branch name.  

40 Git merge branch_name Merges two branches. Mostly we fire 
this command from master to merge 
other branches in master. 

41  Git branch --merged Returns the list of merged branches. 

42 Git branch --no-merge Return the list of unmerged branches. 

43 Git branch -d branch_name Deletes the merged branch 

44 Git branch -D branch_name Deletes the unmerged and merge 
branch both 

45 Git push origin branch_name Pushes the branch with the content. 
Should execute this command from the 
branch you want to push. 

46 Git push origin 
branch_name:desired_remote_branch_name 

This will push the branch to remote and 
will rename the branch as given desired 
branch name. 
(It is recommended to keep your remote 
branch name same as local) 

47 Git push -d origin branch_name This will delete the remote branch 

 

 


